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Abstract
In recent years, electronic markets have gained much attention as institutions to allocate
goods and services efficiently between buyers and sellers. By leveraging the Web as a
global communication medium, electronic markets provide a platform that allows participants throughout the world to spontaneously exchange products in a flexible manner.
However, ensuring interoperability and mutual understanding in such a highly dynamic
and heterogenous environment can easily become very tricky, particularly if the services
and goods involved are complex and described by multiple attributes. In this paper, we
present a comprehensive ontology framework that allows the specification of bids for Webbased markets. By expressing utility function policies with a logic-based and standardized
formalism, the framework enables a compact bid representation particularly for highly configurable goods and services while ensuring a high degree of interoperability. To facilitate
matchmaking of offers and requests in the market, a method for evaluating bids based on
logical reasoning is presented. In addition, as proof of concept, we show how the framework
can be applied in a Web service selection scenario.
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1 Introduction

Electronic markets are institutions that allow the exchange of goods and services
between multiple participants through global communication networks, such as the
Internet. In the process, Web-based markets create economic value for buyers, sellers, market intermediaries, and for the society at large [6]. For example, they reduce
search costs, enable companies to automate their transactions with business partners all over the world, and facilitate product customization and aggregation. Generally, the design of market platforms involves two components [43]: (i) A bidding
language which defines how offers and requests can be specified and submitted to
the market mechanism. In this context, a bid is considered as “a statement of what
one will give or take for something”. 1 That means requests express the price someone is willing to pay and offers the price someone charges for a certain product. (ii)
An outcome determination that evaluates the bids in order to calculate an allocation between offers and requests. Depending on the domain, this step might involve
market mechanisms ranging from simple take-it-or-leave-it markets to mechanisms
implementing complex negotiation and auction protocols.
When moving to a heterogenous Web environment where business partners dynamically join and leave the market and where participants might not know each
other beforehand, designing a bidding language is a non-trivial task since it requires
ensuring mutual understanding between different participants in the market. This
problem is aggravated by the fact that many trading objects in the Web are highly
configurable, described by different attributes and traded under different conditions.
A prominent example for such highly configurable trading objects are Web-based
services, which have become increasingly important with the emerging serviceoriented computing paradigm in recent years. Consider, for example, a route planning Web service, which offers the service of computing a road route between two
locations. Various configurations of the service may take into account the current
traffic situation or weather situation when computing the route, or the service may
be configured to compute the shortest or quickest route, one that avoids small roads
and so on. Naturally, each configuration may have a different price attached. Decision making in markets with such complex services and goods generally requires
that both seller pricing functions as well as buyer scoring (preference) functions be
taken into account.
The key contribution of this work is to develop a means for specification and evaluation of bids that enables compact representation of multi-attribute offers and requests while addressing the challenges that arise from a Web-based environment.
For expressing pricing and preference functions we suggest combining a declarative policy approach with utility theory, which quantifies preferences by assigning cardinal valuations to each configuration. Such utility function policies enable
1
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efficient specification of multi-attribute bids, while being exchangeable between
different market participants due to their declarative nature.
In order to achieve interoperability and ensure mutual understanding, our technology of choice is ontologies. Given our assumption of heterogeneous market participants and global markets, it is quite likely that requests and offers will use differing
descriptions for the same service or product. Going beyond XML-enabled interoperability, ontology-based descriptions of service or product attributes enable the
comparison of requests and offers that are semantically related. Existing electronic
markets do without ontology-based descriptions of products, but at the expense
of rigidly requiring each participant to agree a priori to conform to the standard
protocol and product descriptions of the market. Using ontologies within markets
enables participants to describe their service or product the way they deem best,
leaving it to the market to identify the best matches and thus facilitate interoperability. In addition, they make the market (participants) resilient to changes in the
vocabularies or market mechanisms.
Before presenting our ontology framework, we discuss the requirements this framework has to meet and review related work to determine whether the requirements
are already supported by existing approaches (Section 2). Subsequently in Section
3, we introduce the concept of utility function policies and the basic principles behind ontologies. Based on these foundations, an ontology framework for expressing configurable offers and requests is presented. The main building blocks of the
framework are described in the following sections: the Core Policy Ontology that
enables expressing utility function policies is introduced in Section 4 and the Core
Ontology of Bids that extends the formalization for expressing offers and requests
is presented in Section 5. Finally, as proof of concept, a concrete implementation
of the framework in the Web service domain is presented in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper with a discussion and brief outlook.

2 Requirements Analysis and Related Work

In this section, we first introduce the main requirements for the specification of bids
in a Web-based market (Section 2.1) and discuss whether existing approaches meet
these requirements (Section 2.2).

2.1 Requirements

In this paper, we consider the problem of designing a mechanism for specification as well as evaluation of bids that enables the expression of highly configurable
offers and requests in an efficient way, while being applicable in an open Web envi3

ronment. Such a mechanism has to meet several requirements, which are discussed
in the following.
Multi-attribute Requests and Offers: First, since we are dealing with various configurable products, the bid specification has to support multi-attribute requests
and offers, i.e. requests and offers that involve multiple attributes beyond just the
price. Often these attributes considerably influence the price of a trading object in
the market. For example, in the case of Web services quality of service attributes
are in fact an essential part of the service description although they do not address the service functionality itself. The attributes that have to be described in
this context can be discrete as well as continuous.
Expression of Functions: Second, pricing as well as scoring policies require the
expression of functions that map configurations to a pricing or a preference structure, respectively. A functional form is essential particularly for highly configurable trading objects since enumeration of configurations is made difficult by
the exponential size of the attribute space. For instance, a product described by
5 attributes, each with 5 attribute values, already involves over 3000 configurations. Moreover, preferences have to be measured on a cardinal scale, so that
one can specify both an ordering between offers and an acceptance threshold for
offers that satisfy the request to a certain degree.
Web-compliant Interoperability: Third, since offers have to be communicated
to the buyer and/or requests to the seller (e.g. in a procurement auction), interoperability becomes an important issue. This is particularly crucial in open
markets on the Web, where participants may use highly heterogenous data formats and participants as well as descriptions may change frequently. Therefore,
a standardized syntax and semantics is essential that ensures valid matching in
the market although requests and offers are often specified differently. For example, a service provider might specify that routes between all cities in Europe
are supported, while a customer might look for a route between exactly two
cities Karlsruhe and Munich. To bridge different levels of abstraction sophisticated logical inferencing mechanisms are required which, in this case, utilize the
knowledge about cities being in countries and countries belonging to continents.
Moreover, when implementing markets using Web infrastructure offers and request descriptions have to be compliant to existing protocols and languages on
the Web, i.e. they should be serialized using XML/RDF, identify objects by Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI), feature modularization, etc.

2.2 Related Work

In this section, we present various existing approaches in electronic markets for
modeling buyer preferences and seller offerings. Table 1 summarizes the approaches
discussed in terms of which of the three requirements they support (indicated by
4

Table 1
Languages for specifying offers and requests.
Approach

Requirement
Multi-attribute
Offers/Requests

Expressing
Functions

Web-compliant
Interoperability

(X)

(X)

-

XML-based Languages

X

-

(X)

Ontology-based approaches

X

-

X

Rule-based Languages

X

(X)

(X)

Product/Service Catalogs

-

-

X

Bidding Languages for CA

X

X

-

CPML

X

X

(X)

Our Approach

X

X

X

EDI/EDIFACT

check marks).
One of the first attempts to exchange order information within electronic markets
were the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) protocols (e.g. EDIFACT [60], X12
[2]), which serialize request and offer information according to a predefined format
agreed upon by both communication parties. Thus, EDI could potentially be used to
describe multi-attributive requests and offers with preference and pricing functions.
However, these pairwise agreements were rarely based on any standards and turned
out to be effort-intensive, highly domain-dependent and inflexible. Thus, EDI is not
addressing the interoperability requirement.
More recent approaches, such as WS-Policy [66], EPAL [27] and XACML-based
Web Service Policy Language (WSPL) [39], use XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [65] as a domain-independent syntax, to define constraints on attributes of
configurable trading objects within the context of Web service agreements. However, they are not suitable for our purposes, because they only allow the expression of attribute value pairs and thus cannot be used to express seller pricing and
buyer scoring functions. In addition, the meaning of XML annotations is defined
in a natural language specification, which is not amenable to machine interpretation and supports ambiguous interpretation. Therefore, such approaches require
extensive standardization efforts, which is also a major problem for ebXML [46].
WS-Agreement [3] is another XML-based specification that can be used to express
different valuations for configurations. However, it supports only discrete attributes.
An approach to extend WS-Agreement for expressing continuous functions is presented in [54]. The XML annotations still lack formal semantics and therefore do
not provide the required interoperability.
5

One way to enable machine interpretation of buyer requests and seller offers is to
specify them using a machine-interpretable ontology. Such an ontology consists of
a set of vocabulary terms, with a well-defined semantics provided by logical axioms constraining the interpretation and well-formed use of the vocabulary terms.
Based on this idea several proposals for semantically enabled matching in electronic markets have been presented [45,36,58,19]. The approaches improve semantic interoperability by utilizing logical descriptions contained in requests and offers.
Depending on the logic used and on the concrete trading objects in the market, different notions of match can be defined. However, logical matching does typically
lead only to a coarse preference structure over the different alternatives, e.g. [51]
presents four different levels of match, namely exact, plugin, subsumes and fail.
Therefore, [56,31] argue that pure logical matching is not sufficient and has to be
augmented by “value reasoning”. This is also the approach we follow in our work
by introducing functional descriptions. Another problem with these approaches is
that they do not directly support constraints on multiple attributes. Therefore, the
ontology-based policy languages KAoS [61] and REI [28] can be used to extend
the matching approaches in order to allow the definition of multi-attribute policies
for representing constraints on attributes. However, these approaches are limited in
that they always evaluate either to true or false thus cannot express the scoring or
pricing functions required for configurable products.
More expressivity in this context is provided by rule languages such as SweetDeal
[20] and DR-NEGOTIATE [57]. Both are rule-based approaches that use defeasible
reasoning (i.e. Courteous Logic Programs or defeasible logic) to specify contracts
or agent strategies, respectively. Similar to our approach they feature automatic
reasoning based on a formal logic. However, although RuleML is available as a
standard syntax, the semantics of the syntax is not yet standardized which hinders
interoperability. In addition, while the underlying rule language might be capable
of expressing utility-based policies, they do not provide the required policy specific
modeling primitives directly, rather the rules for interpreting such policies have to
be added manually by the user. In the DR-NEGOTIATE approach qualitative preferences are expressed via defeasible rules and priorities among them. While such
an approach is suitable for ranking of alternatives, it is not possible to assess the
absolute suitability of an alternative, which is important in case the best alternative
is still not good enough (cf. Section 3.1). Most similar to our approach is the work
presented in [50], where WS-Agreement is extended with an ontological model
and preferences are expressed via a rule-language. However, similar to the previous approaches they use a non-standard rule language and do not elaborate on the
structure of the preference rules.
A separate stream of work has focussed on developing highly expressive bidding
languages for describing various kinds of attribute dependencies and valuations,
particularly in the context of (combinatorial) auctions (e.g. [44], [11], [55]). However, they assume a closed environment and therefore, even if they do use XMLbased bidding languages [9], they do not deal with interoperability issues. Many
6

B2B scenarios use standardized product and service taxonomies, such as UN/SPSC
[59], CPV [15], or the MIT Process Handbook [37]. However, while these taxonomies are suitable for pure functional descriptions, their static hierarchical structure makes them inappropriate for multi-attribute descriptions since each new product configuration requires the introduction of a new subclass in the hierarchy. Therefore, they might be applicable to describe individual attributes, but not the entire
multi-attribute trading object.
Recapitulating, two major streams of work can be identified. First, approaches coming from the area of market engineering that propose highly expressive bidding
languages for complex electronic markets. However, they lack support for interoperability in a Web environment. Second, there are approaches addressing interoperability in heterogenous and dynamic environments such as the Web. These
approaches typically do not focus on market-specific requirements. Our work unifies these two aspects in one coherent framework. We draw from utility theory to
express scoring and pricing functions of market participants and thereby enable
compact representation of request and offers. Furthermore, we show how these
functions can be expressed declaratively with a standardized and Web-compliant
ontology formalism.

3 Ontology-based Specification of Requests and Offers

In this section, we first introduce the principles of policy-based decision making focusing on the concept of utility function policies (Section 3.1). Such policies allow
encoding preference and price information in an efficient and declarative way. In
Section 3.2, we argue how interoperability in the Web can be realized by means of
ontologies. Finally, relying on these concepts we present in Section 3.3 an ontology
framework for compactly expressing configurable requests and offers.

3.1 Utility Function Policies

Policies are declarative rules that guide the decision making process by constraining
the decision space, i.e. they specify which alternatives are allowed and which are
not. The decision space can be divided into “indifference ranges” [14] that represent
sets of alternatives with the same preference level. [53,30] refer to such policies as
goal policies. However, when making a decision it is often not enough to know
which alternatives are allowed, but rather which is the best alternative and how
good the alternative is (e.g. the best alternative might still be not good enough).
Therefore, we suggest combining a declarative policy approach with utility theory
[29], which quantifies preferences by assigning cardinal valuations to each alternative. With such utility function policies, detailed distinctions in preferences can be
7

expressed, providing improved decision making between conflicting policies compared to traditional goal policies by explicitly specifying appropriate trade-offs between alternatives [30].
In the context of electronic markets, utility function policies can be used on buyerside to specify preferences, assess the suitability of trading objects and derive a
ranking of trading objects based on these preferences. Further, they allow the exchange of preferences with sellers which might be required, for instance, in procurement auctions or exchanges. Since the functional form avoids enumerating all
configuration to attach prices, utility function policies enable the compact representation of pricing or cost functions on the seller-side and thus provide an efficient way of communicating pricing information to the customers. In the remainder of this paper, we denote rules that define the relation between configurations
and prices defined by a seller as pricing policies and rules that define how much
a buyer is willing to pay for a certain configuration as scoring policies (or buyer
preferences).
For our policy specification we use the following utility model. Assume alternatives (e.g. configurable trading objects) are described by a set of attributes A =
{A1 . . . An }. Attribute values a j of an attribute A j are either discrete, A j ∈ {a j1 , . . . , a jm },
or continuous, a j ∈ [min j , max j ]. Then the cartesian product C = A1 × · · · × An defines the potential configuration space, where c ∈ C refers to a particular configuration. Based on these definitions a preference structure is defined by the complete,
transitive, and reflexive relation . For example, the configuration c1 ∈ C is preferred to c2 ∈ C if c1  c2 . The preference structure can be derived from the value
function V : C → R, where the following condition holds: ∀ca , cb ∈ C : ca  cb ⇔
V(ca ) ≥ V(cb ).
In literature there is a broad stream of work about modeling value functions (e.g. [16,29,62,5]).
The goal is to provide sufficient expressivity for modeling complex decisions, while
keeping the elicitation and computation effort at an admissible level. In the most
general case, a value function is directly defined as a function V(a1 , . . . , an ) mapping each configuration to a valuation. Since the number of configurations is exponential with respect to the number of attributes and their values, this approach
is infeasible already for relatively small problems. Fortunately, preferences of a
customer often have an underlying structure which is introduced by the independency of the attributes. Relying on this structure substantially improves compactness and analytic manipulability [62]. The most prominent approach in this context
are additive models, where the valuation V(c) is decomposed into several lowerdimensional functions. There are several well known approaches for doing this decomposition based on different structural assumptions. In the following, we shortly
introduce the additive value model which has favorable computational properties
but also requires very restrictive assumptions.
The additive value function is defined in Equation (1) below assuming mutual pref8

erential independency between the attributes [29]. The attributes A1 , . . . , An are
considered mutually preferential independent if every subset of these attributes is
preferentially independent of its complement. The set of attributes X ⊂ A is preferentially independent from the set Y ⊂ A with X ∩ Y = ∅ only if for some y′ the
following condition holds: ∀y, x′ , x′′ : [(x′ , y′ )  (x′′ , y′ )] ⇒ [(x′ , y)  (x′′ , y)]. Under this assumption, we can decompose the utility function V(c) into the individual
functions v j (a j ) of the attribute A j . The overall value can be calculated by Equation
(1), where λ j represents the weighting factor of an attribute normalized in the range
[0, 1].

V(c) =

n
X

λ j v j (a j ), with

n
X

j=1

λj = 1

(1)

j=1

However, in real markets the preferential independency often does not hold. In order to at least partly capture this, dependent attributes Ak , . . . , Al ∈ A can be treated
as one single attribute A∗j in our model, where the utility function is modeled as a
complex (higher dimensional) function v j∗ (ak , . . . , al ). Since this approach allows
one attribute of the product A j to influence several of the aggregated attributes A∗j ,
we support the family of generalized additive value functions [16,5]. While the
generalized model requires expressing high dimensional functions for the entire
product, the additive model requires attaching an one dimensional function to each
attribute of the product. Since in general determining value functions of an agent
is rather difficult, we assume extensive methodology and tool support in the preference elicitation process (cf. [13]).
In the following, we show how utility function policies can be declaratively specified and evaluated in a Web environment.

3.2 Achieving Interoperability with Ontologies

In order to achieve interoperability we use ontologies. In recent years, ontologies
became an important technology for knowledge sharing in distributed, heterogeneous environments, particularly in the context of the Semantic Web [63,7]. An
ontology is a set of logical axioms that formally define a shared vocabulary [21].
By committing to a common ontology, software agents can make assertions or ask
queries that are understood by the other agents. Moreover, such logic-based definitions come with executable calculi that enable data integration required in electronic markets for matching offers and requests (e.g. [36,58,45]). In the following,
we briefly introduce the logical formalisms we use to specify bids, namely the ontology language OWL-DL and the rule language SWRL.
9

In order to guarantee mutual understanding, the underlying logic has to be standardized. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) standardized by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) [64] is the only standardized ontology language that is
currently available. OWL ontologies can be serialized via RDF/XML syntax while
resources are identified using URIs. Both features and the extensive modularization possibilities provided by OWL ensure compatibility with existing World Wide
Web languages. OWL comes in three levels of expressiveness. We use the most
expressive decidable fragment OWL-DL. It is based on a family of knowledge representation formalisms called Description Logics (DL) [4], where the meaning of
the provided modeling constructs like concepts, relations, datatypes and individuals
is formally defined via a model theoretic semantics, i.e. it is defined by relating the
language syntax to a model consisting of a set of objects, denoted by a domain, and
an interpretation function, which maps entities of the ontology to concrete entities
in the domain [25]. Thereby, the meaning of an axiom defines certain constraints
on the model. For example, we can define that the concept GermanRoute is a subconcept of Route, which captures routes starting from a German city and ending in
a German city. Using the OWL abstract syntax [4] this can be written as follows:
GermanRoute ⊑ Route ⊓ ∃from.GermanCity ⊓ ∃to.GermanCity. From a set of such
axioms conclusions can be derived that are not explicitly stated in the ontology,
e.g. a subsumption hierarchy between concepts in the ontology can be constructed.
This is particularly important for matchmaking in markets since offers and requests
are usually described on different levels of abstraction, e.g. when looking for a
route planning service for Germany also route planning service for entire Europe
are relevant. In the remainder, DL axioms are denoted by A1, . . . , An.
In order to define our ontology, we require additional modeling primitives not provided by OWL-DL, e.g. triangle relations between concepts. Such modeling constructs are provided by rule languages. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
[23,24] allows us to combine rule approaches with OWL. Since reasoning with
knowledge bases that contain arbitrary SWRL expression usually becomes undecidable [23], we restrict ourself to the DL-safe fragment of SWRL [42], which is
more relevant for practical applications due to its tractability and support by existing inference engines. In addition, SWRL provides an extensible set of built-in
predicates that can be used for implementing operations such as arithmetic calculation, string comparisons or manipulations, etc. For the notation of rules we rely
on the standard first-order implication syntax, where built-ins are identified by the
prefix “swrlb”. In the following, rules are labeled by R1, . . . , Rn.

3.3 Ontology Framework for Web-based Markets

In this section, we present an ontology framework for modeling offers and requests
containing utility function policies introduced in Section 3.1 with the formalism
presented in Section 3.2. Our framework consists of several ontology modules.
10

Table 2
Upper level concepts from DOLCE, Descriptions and Situations (DnS), Ontology of Plans
(OoP) and Ontology of Information Objects (OIO) that are used as modeling basis.
Module Concept label

Explanation

DOLCE Endurant

Static entities such as objects or substances

DnS

OoP

OIO

Perdurant

Dynamic entities such as events or processes

Quality

Basic entities that can be perceived or measured

Region

Quality space

Description

Non-physical objects like plans, regulations, etc. defining
Roles, Courses and Parameters

Role

Descriptive entities that are played by Endurants (e.g. a customer that is played by a certain person)

Course

Descriptive entities that sequence Perdurants (e.g. a service
invocation which sequences concrete communication activities)

Parameter

Descriptive entities that are valued by Regions like the age
of customer

Situation

Concrete real world state of affairs using ground entities
from DOLCE

Task

Course that sequences Activities

Activity

Perdurant that represents a complex action

InformationObjectEntities of abstract information like the content of a book
or a story

These modules are arranged in three layers:
Top-level Ontology: As a modeling basis, we rely on the domain-independent
upper-level foundational ontology. By capturing typical ontology design patterns (e.g. location in space and time), foundational ontologies provide basic
concepts and associations for the structuring and formalization of application
ontologies. Reusing these building blocks considerably reduces modeling effort.
Furthermore, they provide precise concept definitions and a high axiomatization.
Thereby, foundational ontologies facilitate the conceptual integration of different languages and thus ensure interoperability in heterogenous environments. As
foundational ontology we use DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and
Cognitive Engineering) [38]. DOLCE provides the ontology design patterns required for formalizing policies such as contextualization and is available in the
ontology language we use. The DOLCE concepts that are directly used for align11

ment of our ontology are briefly introduced in Table 2. A detailed description of
DOLCE and its modules is given in [38,17].
Core Ontology: As a second layer we add modules for describing offers and requests in electronic markets. These ontologies are specific for a certain purpose,
but still domain independent. The first module is the Core Policy Ontology (CPO)
formalizing the notion of utility function policies which is then used in the second module. This module is called Core Ontology of Bids and introduces general communication primitives for expressing the intentions of participants in the
market.
Domain Ontology: While the first two layers contain domain-independent offthe-shelf ontologies, the third layer comprises ontologies for customizing the
framework to specific domains (e.g. an ontology for modeling products and their
attributes).
In this paper, we focus on the second level of our ontology framework. The Core
Policy Ontology is described in Section 4 and the Core Bidding Ontology in Section
5. To illustrate the use of these ontologies we also introduce fragments of a domain
ontology for route planning services as a running example.

4 Core Policy Ontology (CPO)

The Core Policy Ontology (CPO) provides primitives for specifying goal and utility function policies introduced in Section 3.1. The remainder of this section is
structured as follows: First, we extend the DOLCE ground ontology by modeling
primitives required for representing functions between attribute values and their
individual valuation by a user (Section 4.1). Secondly, based on these functions,
we show how the DOLCE ontology module Description & Situation is applied to
model product configurations and policies (Section 4.2). In addition, we discuss in
this section how configurations are evaluated according to the specified policies.
Finally, Section 4.3 introduces a mechanism to specify and evaluate collections of
policies.
Note that although in the following we focus on applying the policy ontology for
specifying scoring and pricing functions in electronic markets, due to its generality it is not restricted to this domain. In fact, it can be used for a wide range of
multi-attribute decision problems, e.g. to define preferences over agent strategies
or penalties in electronic contracts.
12

Function

PatternBasedFunction

OIO:InformationObject
-

PiecewiseLinearFunction

constitutedBy

patternIdentifer
patternParameter1
IdentifierValue

...

ParameterValue

next

PointBasedFunction

constitutedBy

Point

patternParameterN
valuation
DOLCE:Region

UtilityValue

policyValue
AttributeValue

Fig. 1. Modeling value functions 2

4.1 Valuation Functions

As discussed in Section 3.1, utility function policies are expressed via functions V :
C → R that map configurations c ∈ C to a corresponding valuation between 0 (or
−∞) and 1, where a valuation of −∞ refers to forbidden alternatives and a valuation
of 1 to the optimal alternative [35]. We now show how the fundamental concepts
formalized in DOLCE can be extended to allow expressing valuation functions.

As depicted in Figure 1, a Function 3 is a specialization of OIO:InformationObject
which represents abstract information that exists in time and is realized by some
entity [17]. Currently our framework supports three ways of defining functions: (i)
Functions can be modeled by specifying sets of points that explicitly map attribute
values to valuations. This is particularly relevant for nominal attributes. (ii) We allow to extend these points to piecewise linear value functions, which is important
when dealing with continuous attribute values, such as the response time of a service. (iii) Thirdly, we allow reusing typical function patterns, which are mapped to
predefined, parameterized valuation rules. Note that such patterns are not restricted
to piecewise linear functions since all mathematical operators provided by the rule
language can be used. The different ways of declarative modeling functions are
discussed next in more detail.
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yes
no
WeatherConsideration

rs

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

rs

Valuation

rs

rs

Valuation

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

cheapest quickest
RouteType

Fig. 2. Example of a point-based value function

4.1.1 Point-based Functions
As depicted in Figure 1, PointBasedFunctions are Functions that are constitutedBy
a set of Points. Each Point has a property policyValue referring to an AttributeValue and a property valuation that assigns exactly one UtilityValue to this attribute
value. 4 An AttributeValue is a specialization of DOLCE:Region that defines which
attribute values a certain attribute may adopt, e.g. the attribute WeatherConsideration in the route planning example requires the DOLCE:Region WeatherConsiderationValue containing the elements {“yes”, “no”}. Similarly, the DOLCE:Region
UtilityValue comprises the range [0, 1] and −∞.
In our route planing example introduced in Section 1, a requester might specify
her preferences with respect to the service property WeatherConsideration by a
PointBasedFunction, which is constitutedBy two instances of Point with (“yes”, 1)
and (“no”, 0.2). Thus, the requester would highly prefer weather information to be
taken into account, but has some small use for routes calculated without weather information. Similarly, the preferences for the attribute RouteType calculation can be
defined with Points (“quickest”, 1) and cheapest (“cheapest”, 0.4). These mappings
are illustrated in Figure 2.
In order to evaluate this function, additional axioms are required that more closely
define the semantics of the concepts PointBasedFunction and Point as well as their
relations. Rule (R1) below defines how the valuation of a certain policyValue x
can be determined based on the specification of the PointBasedFunction f . For
this purpose we iterate over all Points constituting the function and compare their
policyValue to the desired attribute value x.
2

For the reader’s convenience we define DL axioms informally via UML class diagrams,
where UML classes correspond to OWL concepts, UML associations to object properties,
UML inheritance to subconcept-relations and UML objects to OWL individuals [12].
3 Concepts and relations of the ontology are written in italics. All concepts and relations
imported from other ontologies are labeled with the corresponding namespace. Sometimes
concept names in the text are used in plural to improve the readability.
4 Note that in case we have dependent attributes and thus complex value functions
v j∗ (xk , . . . , xl ) (cf. Section 3.1) each Point might have several policyValue relations,
i.e. policyValuek , . . . , policyValuel .
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degree( f, x, v) ← PointBasedFunction( f ), constitutedBy( f, p),
policyValue(p, pv), match(x, pv), valuation(p, v)

(R1)

The comparison of attribute values is realized by the match-predicate. This predicate has to be customizable since the way attributes are compared depends on the
domain of interest, i.e. on the concrete attribute. In order to keep Rule (R1) applicable for all attributes, we specify this in a separate matching rule. For example,
considering the attribute WeatherConsideration, for matching the attribute values a
simple string matching predicate as provided with the built-in equals is sufficient.
Rule (R2) illustrates this by defining the matching rule for the attribute WeatherConsideration.

match(x, y) ←WeatherConsiderationValue(x),
WeatherConsiderationValue(y), swrlb:equals(x, y)

(R2)

Unfortunately, in many cases attribute values have to be described in a more complex way beyond simple strings or numbers, e.g. to express subclass relations between attribute values. In such cases it might be required to model attribute values
as concepts in OWL. Since in our ontology they are modeled as individuals a metamodeling approach is required where a URI can be treated as concept as well as
instance. 5 This allows us to specify preferences on a more abstract level and thus
avoids enumerating all possible attribute values.
For example, consider an attribute IndicatedAttraction that specifies which types
of attractions along the route can be suggested by a certain service. In this case
the corresponding value space IndicatedAttractionValue might comprise the alternatives CulturalAttraction, HistoricSite, Museum and Castle which are all related
to each other. In particular, CulturalAttraction can be seen as a class containing
all other values. HistoricSite, in turn, comprises Castles but not Museums. Consequently, a scoring function mapping historic sites to a valuation of 0.8 has to assign
the same value to information about Castles along the route (although this might
not be specified explicitly). Such a behavior can be realized by defining a Point that
maps the policyValue HistoricSite to 0.8 and another Point that maps everything
else to zero using the concept definition Attraction ⊓ ¬HistoricS ite. Similar to the
attributes above we can define a matching rule for the attribute IndicatedAttraction
by replacing the built-in implementing string matching with a built-in that features
DL subsumption checking between two concepts.
5

Although such an approach is outside of the ontology formalism and part of OWL-Full,
many reasoners such as KAON2 can handle meta-modeling to some extent [40].
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match(x, y) ←IndicatedAttraction(x), IndicatedAttraction(y),
swrlb:subsumes(x, y)

(R3)

Several other matching variants have been proposed in literature (e.g. [36,45,8]).
We support these different notions of match by providing a flexible framework that
can be customized via declarative matching rules.

4.1.2 Piecewise Linear Functions
In order to support definition of Functions on continuous properties too, we introduce PiecewiseLinearFunctions as shown in Figure 1. Continuous attribute exhibit
a natural ordering between the attribute values which can be utilized for specifying the function. We therefore extend the previous approach by the property next
between two Points with adjacent attribute values.

rs
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0

rs

Valuation

Such adjacent Points can be connected by straight lines forming a piecewise linear
value function as depicted in Figure 3.

0

20 40 60 80 100
Response Time in sec.

Fig. 3. Example of a piecewise linear value function

For every line between the Points (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) as well as a given PolicyValue
x, we calculate the valuation υ as follows.

 y −y


 x22 −x11 (x − x1 ) + y1 , if x1 ≤ x < x2
υ=

0, otherwise

This equation is formalized by a predicate cal(v, x, x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ). This predicate can
be realized either directly by means of a built-in or by exploiting the math as well
as the comparison built-in predicates provided by the rule language. 6
6

Although predicates with arity higher than two cannot be modeled with the formalism at
hand directly, many reasoning tools support them. Moreover, techniques for reifying higher
arity predicates are well known [26].
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Using this predicate, Rule (R4) defines the valuation of a certain attribute value x
(as Rule R1 does for PointBasedFunctions). The rule makes sure that only adjacent
Points are considered in the calculation.

degree( f, x, v) ←PiecewiseLinearFunction( f ),
^
(constitutedBy( f, pi ), policyValue(pi , pvi ),
i∈{1,2}

valuation(pi , vi )), next(p1 , p2 ),
cal(v, x, pv1 , v1 , pv2 , v2 )

(R4)

As an example, let us assume the Function for the attribute Response Time of the
route planing service is given by a PiecewiseLinearFunction with the Points (0, 1),
(10, .8), (30, .3), (60, 0) as depicted in Figure 3. Now, we can easily find out which
valuation v a certain policyValue x is assigned to. The predicate calv (v, x, x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 )
is true iff the policyValue x is between two adjacent Points (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) and
the valuation equals v. For instance, for a Response Time of 20 sec. calv evaluates
the straight line connecting the adjacent Points (10, .8) and (30, .3), which results
in a Valuation v of .675.

4.1.3 Pattern-based Functions
Alternatively, value functions for continuous attributes can be modeled by means
of PatternBasedFunctions. This type refers to functions like u p1 ,p2 (x) = p1 e p2 x ,
where p1 and p2 represent parameters that can be used to adapt the function. In our
ontology, these Functions are specified through parameterized predicates which
are identified by patternIdentifiers. A patternIdentifier points to a DOLCE:Region
IdentifierValue that uniquely refers to a specific rule predicate. This predicate is
denoted pattern. A patternParameter defines how a specific parameter of the pattern-predicate has to be set. For allowing an arbitrary number of parameters in a
rule, universal quantification over instances of patternParameter would be necessary in the body of the rule. Since this is not expressible with our rule language,
the different parameters are modeled as separate properties in the ontology, viz.
patternParameter1,. . . , patternParameterN. Of course, this restricts the modeling
approach as the maximal number of parameters has to be fixed at ontology design
time. However, we believe that keeping the logic decidable justifies this limitation.
As shown in the example below (Rule (R5)), each pattern is identified by a hardcoded internal string. This is required to specify, which pattern is assigned to a
certain attribute in the ontology. Thus, in order to find out which pattern-predicate
is applicable, the patternIdentifer specified in the policy is handed over to the predicate by using the first argument and then it is compared to the internal identifier. If
17
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Fig. 4. Example of a pattern-based valuation function

the two strings are identical the predicate is applied to calculate the valuation of a
certain policyValue.
As an example, we again focus on the attribute ResponseTime of the route planning
service. In many scenarios the dependency between configurations and prices or
valuations are given by functions. Assume the preferences for Response Time are
given by the exponential function u p1 ,p2 (x) = p1 e p2 x with the patternParameters
p1 = 1.03 and p2 = −.04 (Figure 4). Rule (R5) formalizes the pattern. The internal
identifier in this example is ‘id:exp’. The corresponding comparison is done by the
built-in equals, which is satisfied if the first argument is the same as the second
argument.

pattern(v, id, x, p1 , . . . , pn ) ←
String(id), PolicyValue(x), Valuation(v),
swrlb:equals(id, “id:exp”), swrlb:multiply(t1 , p2 , x),
swrlb:pow(t2 , “2.70481”, t1 ), swrlb:multiply(v, p1 , t2 )

(R5)

SWRL supports a wide range of mathematical built-in predicates (cf. [24]) and
thus nearly all functions can be supported. As in our example, these functions are
typically parameterized only by a rather small number of parameters. Therefore, we
believe that there are few practical implications of defining the maximal number of
parameters at ontology design time.
Based on the definition of the pattern-predicate we can define the degree of a certain
attribute value according to a PatternBasedFunction using the following rule.

degree( f, x, v) ←PatternBasedFunction( f ), patternIdentifier( f, id),
patternParameter( f, p1 ), . . . , patternparameter( f, pn ),
pattern(v, id, x, p1 , . . . , pn )
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(R6)

DnS:SituationDescription

PolicyDescription
Preference
-Weight:float(xsd)

DnS:Parameter

OoP:Task

DnS:Role

DnS:requisiteFor

Attribute

Function
DnS:playedBy
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PolicyTask

see Figure 1

DnS:attitudeTowards
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DnS:sequences

DnS:playedBy
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AttributeValue

OoP:Activity
locatedIn

DOLCE:
participant

Dolce:Endurant

locatedIn

Fig. 5. Policy description framework. To improve the readability we illustrate certain relations by plotting UML classes within other UML classes: The class PolicyDescription
has a DnS:defines-relation and the class Configuration a DnS:settingFor-relation to each
contained class.

Based on the notion of Functions introduced above, we show in the following how
they are used to define and reason about policies.

4.2 Modeling Policies and Configurations

As discussed in Section 3.1, we formalize preferences of a user as well as pricing
information of a provider in a functional form by means of policies. For instance, a
price-conscious user might prefer a cheap service although the service has a rather
slow response time, whereas a time-conscious user might accept any costs for a fast
service. Hence, policies can be seen as different views on a certain configuration.
For modeling such views we use and specialize the DOLCE module Descriptions &
Situations (DnS) which provides a basic theory of contextualization [17]. Hence, a
certain configuration can be considered as more or less desirable depending on the
scoring policies of a buyer or a configuration can be priced differently depending
on the pricing policies of a seller.
When using DnS with DOLCE, we distinguish between DOLCE ground entities
that form a DnS:Situation and descriptive entities composed in a DnS:SituationDescription,
i.e. the view in which Situations are interpreted. As depicted in Figure 5, we specialize the DnS:SituationDescription to a PolicyDescription that can be used to evaluate concrete Configurations which are modeled as special kind of Situations. This
distinction enables us, for example, to talk about products as roles on an abstract
level, i.e. independent from the concrete entities that play the role. For instance, a
certain product configuration can be evaluated in the light of either a pricing policy
of the seller or the preferences of a user depending on the point of view.
In the following, we describe how such Configurations and PolicyDescriptions are
modeled and then show how the evaluation of policies is carried out.
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4.2.1 Configuration
In a first step, we define the ground entities that constitute a DnS:Situation. In our
context, such DnS:Situations reflect multi-attribute real-world objects or activities.
In a concrete DnS:Situation these products have one distinct configuration. Recall
in Section 3.1 we defined the set of configurations C as the cartesian product of
the attributes C = A1 × · · · × An . Hence, as shown in Figure 5, we model Configuration as a subclass of DnS:Situation that exactly defines one configuration
c ∈ C of a product. Since there are various different ways of describing products, a generic approach is used in this work, where concrete objects and activities
are represented by instances of DOLCE:Endurant and OoP:Activity, respectively.
Attributes of DOLCE:Endurants and OoP:Activities are modeled via the locatedIn property that points to a value range represented by the DOLCE:Region AttributeValue [18]. The following axioms capture this notion by ensuring that each
Configuration comprises at least one multi-attribute object (Axiom (A1)). Axiom
(A2) ensures that each AttributeValue belongs to exactly one DOLCE:Endurant or
OoP:Activity.

Configuration ⊑DnS:Situation ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.(DOLCE:Endurant ⊔
OoP:Activity) ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.AttributeValue
AttributeValue ⊑DnS:Parameter ⊓ =1 locatedIn− .(OoP:Activity ⊔
DOLCE:Endurant)

(A1)
(A2)

Coming back to our example, a configurable Web service can be modeled by a
combination of DOLCE:Endurants and OoP:Activities [48]. Hereby, specializations of OoP:Activities capture ServiceActivities like RoutePlanningActivity. Specializations of DOLCE:Endurants represent the objects involved in such a ServiceActivity (e.g. inputs and outputs). A RoutePlanningActivity might have several DOLCE:Qualities that are located in specializations of AttributeValue such
as WeatherConsiderationValue, IndicatedAttractionValue, ResponseTimeValue or
AvailabilityValue. In addition, the RoutePlanningActivity involves a ServiceOutput
which specializes DOLCE:Endurant (or more specifically OIO:InformationObject)).
ServiceOutput is associated to a RouteTypeValue that defines whether the output is
the cheapest or the fastest route.

4.2.2 Policy Description
In a second step, we define views on the ground entities defined in Section 4.2.1.
This is realized by specializing the descriptive entities DnS:Roles, DnS:Courses,
DnS:Parameters, and DnS:SituationDescriptions. As depicted in Figure 5, policies
are modeled as specialization of DnS:SituationDescription, called PolicyDescriptions, which have to DnS:define a PolicyObject or PolicyTask representing the entity
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on which the policy is defined, e.g. this could be a certain type of good or a service.
Since PolicyObjects and PolicyTasks are modeled as specialization of DnS:Roles
and OoP:Tasks, policies can be defined on an abstract level without referring to a
concrete DOLCE:Endurant or Activity. For instance, policies can be defined for a
certain service category (specialization of OoP:Task) such as route planning services in general. Then all OoP:Activities that fulfill the task of route planning in
a certain Situation are evaluated according to the policy. Axiom (A3) formally defines a PolicyDescription. It ensures that at least one entity is constrained by means
of the DnS:Parameter Attribute. Moreover, each Attribute that is introduced has to
constrain exactly one PolicyObject or PolicyTask which can be realized by means
of the DnS:requisiteFor-relation (Axiom A4).

PolicyDescription ⊑DnS:SitutationDescription ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.(PolicyObject
⊔ PolicyTask) ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.Attribute
(A3)
Attribute ⊑DnS:Parameter ⊓ =1 DnS:requisiteFor.(PolicyObject
⊔ PolicyTask)
(A4)

Up to now a PolicyDescription can be used to define constraints on certain properties of an entity. This is exactly what we consider as Goal policies. A similar
approach is used in [49] for expressing policies such as access rights. However,
as discussed in Section 3.1, utility function policies generalize this approach by
addressing the fact that configurations are preferred to varying degrees depending on the concrete attribute values. Therefore, the DnS:Role Preference is introduced. Preferences can be assigned to an Attribute (via the isAssignedTo-relation)
to enable modeling additive preference functions. Thus, preference structures on
attributes are imposed by Functions. As discussed in Section 4.1, Functions are
OIO:InformationObjects. They play the role of Preferences in a PolicyDescription
and define how policyValues are mapped to valuations. That means, a policy defines
which Function should be used in which context (i.e. for which attribute). Besides
defining Functions, Preferences also define the relative importance of the given Attribute via the DnS:Parameter Weight and the DnS:Region WeightValue (omitted in
Figure 5). Consequently, Preferences are formally defined as follows:

Preference ⊑DnS:Role ⊓ =1 DnS:playedBy.Function ⊓
=1 DnS:requisites.Weight

(A5)

As an example, consider the policy that specifies the scoring function for the property response time of a Web service. To express this we instantiate OoP:Task by
a WebServiceTask. In addition, an Attribute ResponseTime is introduced that represents a constraint (DnS:requisiteFor) that has to be fulfilled by WebServiceTask.
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In order to define preferences over all possible attribute values, ResponseTime is
DnS:valuedBy a AttributeValue ResponseTimeValue comprising the entire value
space (e.g. represented by a subclass of DOLCE:Temporal-Region). Moreover, a
concept Preference isAssignedTo ResponseTime that identifies a PatternBasedFunction or PiecewiseLinearFunction. These Functions map AttributeValues to UtilityValues as discussed in Section 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.
After presenting how Configurations as well as PolicyDescriptions are modeled,
we introduce the rules for evaluating concrete Configurations with respect to given
PolicyDescriptions. We show how pricing policies are applied to determine the
price of a configuration or scoring policies to determine the willingness to pay.

4.2.3 Policy Evaluation
With our approach, policies that define Preferences no longer lead only to a pure
boolean statement about the conformity of a Configuration, but rather to a degree
of conformity of the Configuration. Therefore, the original DnS:satisfies-relation
between a DnS:Situation and DnS:SituationDescription is not sufficient any more
since additional information about the degree of conformity has to be captured.
However, since checking for satisfaction can be interpreted as the evaluation of the
Goal policy aspect in the PolicyDescription, meeting this requirement can be seen
as a necessary prequisite. That means, if a Configuration does not satisfy a Policy
we can assign a UtilityValue of −∞. This is captured by the following rule which
refines the DnS:satsfies-relation. The reader familiar with DOLCE will notice that
Rule (R7) largely corresponds to the completely-satisfies relation described in [17].
Since our formalism is not expressive enough to capture this relation directly, we
provide a workaround that explicitly enumerates the attributes 1, . . . , n and checks
for classification of an appropriate ground entity, thus implementing qualified satisfaction (cf. [17]). Note that we assume an own AttributeValue for each attribute.

satisfiesPolicy(c, p) ← Configuration(c), PolicyDescription(d),
^
DnS:satisfies(c, p),
(Attributei (a),
i∈1...,n

DnS:defines(p, ai ), DnS:valuedBy(ai , avi ),
DnS:settingFor(c, cvi ), match(avi , cvi ))

(R7)

Ontologically, modeling utility function policies requires putting in relation the
PolicyDescription, a concrete Configuration and an overallDegree that represents
the valuation to which the latter satisfies the former. For the sake of simplicity and
compact representation we use predicates of higher arity in the following. How this
could be avoided by introducing an OIO:InformationObject Satisfiability that links
Configuration and PolicyDescription is outlined in [34]. If satisfiesPolicy does not
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hold no further evaluation will be necessary and a value of −∞ is assigned by Rule
(R8).

overallDegree(c, p, v) ← ¬satisfiesPolicy(c, p), assign(v, “ − ∞”)

(R8)

In line with the additive utility model defined in Equation (1), we first calculate
the valuation for each independent set of attributes individually and then aggregate
the individual valuations to get the overall degree of a configuration. The local
utility values can be calculated by Rules (R1), (R4) and (R6) depending on the
type of function used. The valuation derived from these rules can be interpreted as
the valuation a single attribute contributes to the overall valuation. Note that the
non-additive case is a simplification of this approach, where the local utility value
corresponds to the overall value.

overallDegree(c, p, d) ←

^

(DnS:defines(p, ai ), DnS:defines(p, p fi ),

i=1,...,n

isAssignedT o(p fi , ai ), DnS:valuedBy(ai , avi ),
DnS:settingFor(c, cvi ), match(avi , cvi ), DnS:playedBy(p fi , fi ),
degree( fi , cvi , vi )), sum(v, v1 , . . . , vn )

(R9)

Rule (R9) is simplified in a sense that predicates for weighting of attributes according to their relative importance λi are omitted. However, adding this is straightforward as shown in [34].
To illustrate this approach, we assume a customer with the scoring policies p based
on the example Functions defined in Section 4.1.1 - 4.1.3. We can query the knowledge base to compare the overallDegree for Configuration c with respect to the
PolicyDescription p. As an example, we assume a Configuration of a route planning service, which returns the cheapest route that includes information about historical sites while considering weather information. Further, a response time of 20
sec. is guaranteed. Evaluating the (local) degree-predicates for each Attribute leads
to a score of 1 for the Attribute WeatherConsideration, 0.4 for RouteType, 0.8 for
IndicatedAttraction and 0.47 for Response Time, respectively. Provided that all Attributes are equally important this Configuration results in a overallDegree of 0.67.
4.3 Policy Aggregation

Up to now we focused on scenarios where only one policy was used by a single buyer or seller. However, since policy-based approaches are usually applied
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in large-scale applications, typically more than one policy may be specified in order to regulate a certain decision. For example, a Web service selection process of
a company might be regulated by several scoring policies coming from different
departments of the company. The information systems department, for instance,
might prefer a highly secure service, while the management might prioritize cheap
services. Of course, different scoring policies lead to different valuations as well as
rankings and thus to different selections of services. In the remainder of this section, we present a method to derive a coherent decision from such diverse policies.
Therefore, policies are first evaluated and the results of this evaluation step are then
aggregated.
In traditional policy languages there are two major operators that can be used to
combine policies [35,66]: we can use either a logical and-operator in order to define a conjunction of policies (i.e. the aggregated policy is admissible if all contained policies are admissible) or a logical or-operator to derive a disjunction of
policies (i.e. the aggregated policy is admissible if at least one contained policy is
admissible).
However, since our policy language results in degrees of satisfiability, this traditional interpretation of the logical operators cannot be used. In order to define the
semantics of the logical operators for such multi-valued logics, we borrow ideas
from fuzzy logic where the semantics of conjunction and disjunction is defined via
T-norms and T-conorms. In the following, we use the T-norm/T-conorm defined by
Zadeh [68] as follows:

⊤(a, b) = min(a, b) for and-operators
⊥(a, b) = max(a, b) for or-operators

(2)
(3)

We use the definitions above to make sure that if one of the policies is evaluated
to −∞, the overall valuation of the conjunction of policies is also −∞. In case
of disjunctions only one policy has to be fulfilled and thus we take the maximal
valuation.
We next introduce the modeling primitives required for representing conjunctions
and disjunctions of policies, as shown in Figure 6. To be able to evaluate a certain Configuration with respect to a set of policies, we adapt Rule R9 that it can
be used not only for a single PolicyDescription, but also for a PolicyCollection.
A PolicyCollection is defined as a DnS:SituationDescription that has exactly two
memberPolicy-relations pointing to PolicyDescriptions. This is formalized using
the following DL axioms:
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DnS:SituationDescription

memberPolicy
PolicyCollection

Policy Description
memberPolicy

DisjunctivePolicyCollection

ConjunctivePolicyCollection

Fig. 6. Policy Collection

PolicyCollection ⊑DnS:SituationDescription ⊓
=1 memberPolicy1.(PolicyDescription ⊔
PolicyCollection)⊓
=1 memberPolicy2.(PolicyDescription ⊔
PolicyCollection)
memberPolicy1 ⊑DnS:expands
memberPolicy2 ⊑DnS:expands

(A6)
(A7)
(A8)

The reason why we restrict a PolicyCollection to exactly two memberPolicy-relations
is the fact that SWRL does not support universal quanitifcation in the rule body.
Hence, we cannot iterate about an arbitrary number of PolicyDescriptions contained in the collection (e.g. the first order logic term ‘∀y.memberPolicy(x, y)’ is
not expressible in SWRL). However, restricting a PolicyCollection to exactly two
memberPolicy-relations is in fact no limitation, since an arbitrary number of PolicyCollections with two memberPolicy-relations can be nested which has the same
effect as multiple memberPolicy-relations within one PolicyCollection.
In order to define a relation between the members of a PolicyCollection we introduce the two subclasses of PolicyCollection, ConjunctivePolicyCollection and DisjunctivePolicyCollection. Then, for each of these subclasses a rule is introduced that
calculates the overallDegree of the collection based on the overallDegrees of the
elements contained. The following rule does the calculation for a ConjunctivePolicyCollection where the individual elements are connected by a logical and-relation
based on the T-norm defined in Equation (2).
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overallDegree(c, p, v) ← ConjunctivePolicyCollection(p),
^
(memberPolicyi (p, pi ), overallDegree(c, pi , vi )),
i∈{1,2}

min(v, v1 , v2 )

(R10)

Note that Rule (R10) recursively calculates the overallDegree of the elements contained in the collection. Rule (R10) will only be used if a ConjunctivePolicyCollection is passed to the overallDegree-predicate. If it refers to a single PolicyDescription, Rule (R9) will be applied as before.
Analogously, we can define the Rule (R11) for DisjunctivePolicyCollections where
the T-conorm (Equation (3)) is used to calculate the overallDegree.

overallDegree(c, p, v) ← DisjunctivePolicyCollection(p),
^
(memberPolicyi (p, pi ), overallDegree(c, pi , vi )),
i∈{1,2}

max(v, v1 , v2 )

(R11)

DisjunctivePolicyCollections and ConjunctivePolicyCollections can be nested within
each other provided that the leafs of the emerging tree structure are always primitive
PolicyDescriptions.

5 Core Ontology of Bids

After having introduced a policy ontology for specifying valuation functions over
multi-attribute objects or activities, we show how such policies are used for attaching price information to goods or services in the following. As introduced in
Section 1, a statement that captures such information is called a bid in economic
literature. For modeling bids we apply the pattern Description & Situation again. In
line with the structure of the previous section, we first define how to specify trades
in Section 5.1. Trades capture one possible transaction in the market and define
exactly the objects and services to be exchanged and their concrete configuration.
Based on this definition we introduce the specification of Bids, which can be seen
as views that select the desired subset of trades (Section 5.2). Finally in Section 5.3,
a method for evaluating bids is presented.
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5.1 Specification of Trades

As defined in [14], a (bilateral) trade is a potential transaction between two parties
b and s where agent b buys an object or service from agent s for a certain amount
of money π. We model this by introducing a special DnS:Situation called TradeSituation which extends the CPO:Configuration (Axiom (A11)). In this context, we
restrict trades to two classes of products: the class of Goods as specialization of
DnS:Endurant and the class Service as specialization of DnS:Activity (Axiom (A9)
and (A10)). Since these Services or Goods are multi-attributive they have to refer
to a CPO:Configuration that defines the values of the different properties of these
products, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. A certain TradeSituation should refer to exactly one CPO:Configuration and could specify the corresponding price π which is
modeled via the DOLCE:Region PriceValue. Moreover, at least one DnS:Agent has
to be part of the TradeSituation (Axiom (A11)). Note that this formalization does
not require to specify both participants – b and s – of a trade, since this is usually
not needed in the bid evaluation process.

Service ⊑DnS:Activity ⊓ ∃DnS:definedBy.CPO:Configuration
Good ⊑DnS:Endurant ⊓
∃DnS:definedBy.CPO:Configuration
TradeSituation ⊑DnS:Situation ⊓ ∃DnS:settingFor.(Service ⊔
Good)⊓ =1 DOLCE:part.CPO:Configuration ⊓
∃DnS:settingFor.DnS:Agent
PriceValue ⊑DOLCE:Region

(A9)
(A10)

(A11)
(A12)

The lower part of Figure 7 illustrates the specification of a TradeSituation – called
John’sTrade – by means of an example: John provides the route planning service
John’sService to a price of $2 per invocation. Moreover, John provides a certain
configuration Conf1. The specification of Conf1 is omitted in Figure 7, since an
example for modeling Configurations is already given in Section 4. Since the price
is explicitly modeled as a property of the service, for each additional configuration John wants to provide, a new TradeSituation instance has to be introduced.
Therefore, enumeration based approaches are only feasible for very low number
of configurations. 7 In order to avoid such enumerations the concept of Bid is presented in the following section.
7

In addition, this approach is imprecise from an ontological point of view, since a price is
not an inherent quality of a product that can be observed but might depend on the context
and other factors.
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definesPolicy
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Request_Annika : AtomicBid
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RouteServicePolicy : CPO:PolicyDescription
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Conf1 : CPO:Configuration
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Fig. 7. Example for a TradingSituation and AtomicBid. The parts of the diagram are successively introduced in Sections 5.1–5.3.

5.2 Specification of Bids

Not all trades that are possible in a market are favorable for an agent. According
to Engel et al. [14], a bid expresses the willingness to participate in trades. We
thus model a bid as DnS:Description that DnS:classifies exactly those TradeSituations in which the Issuer of a bid is willing to participate. In such BidDescriptions
Goods and Services of a concrete TradeSituation play the role of TradingObjects
and TradingTask, respectively. In order to implement matching in the market one
has to define what entities can be DnS:classifiedBy a TradingObject or TradingTask, e.g. that a RoutePlanningTasks DnS:sequences only RoutePlanningServices.
Moreover, the description defines a Parameter Price that constrains these TradingObjects and TradingTasks. This Price can be defined explicitly for each service
configuration or implicitly by means of CPO:PolicyDescriptions. In our ontology
we capture this by introducing the concept AtomicBid as follows:

AtomicBid ⊑DnS:SituationDescription ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.(TradingObject ⊔
TradingTask)⊓ =1 DnS:defines.Price ⊓
∀definesPolicy.(CPO:PolicyDescription ⊓
CPO:PolicyCollection)
(A13)
definesPolicy ⊑DnS:expandedBy
(A14)
TradingObject ⊑CPO:PolicyObject ⊓
∃DnS:playedBy.DOLCE:Endurant
(A15)
TradingTask ⊑CPO:PolicyTask⊓
∃DnS:sequences.DOLCE:Perdurant
(A16)
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Price ⊑DnS:Parameter ⊓ =1 DnS:requisiteFor.(T radingOb ject⊔
T radingT ask) ⊓ ∀DnS:valuedBy.PriceValue
Issuer ⊑DnS:Role ⊓ ∃DnS:playedBy.DnS:Agent

(A17)
(A18)

In addition, a Price might represent a maximal price (MaxPrice) or a minimal price
(minPrice). As formalized in Axiom (A19) and (A20), we denote an AtomicBid
with minimal price as Offer and an AtomicBid with maximal price as Request. That
means Offers classify TradeSituations where the property PriceValue is above a
certain threshold and Requests classify TradeSituations where PriceValue is below
the threshold.

Offer ⊑ AtomicBid ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.MinPrice
Request ⊑ AtomicBid ⊓ ∃DnS:defines.MaxPrice

(A19)
(A20)

Some market mechanisms support more complex bid specifications beyond the
simple case of AtomicBids [44]. Most prominent in this context are combinatorial
bids that enable expressing superadditive as well as subadditive prices for a bundle
of products. Superadditive prices occur in case of complementary products that are
usually used together, such as desktop computers and computer monitors. For such
products the value of a bundle containing both products is typically valued higher
by a customer than the sum of the value for the single products. Similarly subadditivity describes substitutes where products suit the same purpose, e.g. a laptop
and a desktop computer. In line with [55] we model superadditivity by introducing ANDBids and subadditivity by means of XORBids. Intuitively, ANDBids are
bids on several products where one would like to have all of them or nothing. In
case of XORBids exactly one product should be allocated. As formalized in Axiom
(A23) and (A24), ANDBids and XORBids are specialization of BundleBid which
are all Bids that consist of exactly two other Bids (Axiom (A21)). A Bid represents
the superconcept of AtomicBids and BundleBids. While ANDBids have to contain
a Price attached to each bundle (either explicitly or using policies), no Prices can
be attached to XORBids, since in this context only the Prices of the AtomicBids
are relevant. Note that since each BundleBid has to contain exactly two Bids, all
BundleBids have to terminate solely with AtomicBids in a consistent knowledge
base (possibly after an arbitrary number of nested BundleBids). The axioms below
formalize combinatorial bids.

BundleBid ⊑DnS:SituationDescription ⊓ =2 consistsOf.Bid
consistsOf ⊑DnS:expandedBy
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(A21)
(A22)

ANDBid ⊑BundleBid ⊓ =1 andRelated1.(AtomicBid ⊔ ANDBid)⊓
=1 andRelated2.(AtomicBid ⊔ ANDBid)⊓
∃DnS:defines.Price ⊓ ∀definesPolicy.(CPO:PolicyDescription⊓
CPO:PolicyCollectinon)
(A23)
XORBid ⊑BundleBid ⊓ =1 xorRelated1.Bid ⊓ =1 xorRelated2.Bid
(A24)
Bid ≡AtomicBid ⊔ BundleBid
(A25)

The relations andRelated1 and andRelated2 as well as xorRelated1 and xorRelated2 are all modeled as subproperties of consistsOf. As done in Section 4.3 for the
concept PolicyCollection, we fix the number of Bids in a BundleBid by explicitly
introducing two consistsOf -relations. This technique allows us to avoid universal
quantification in rule bodies which is not supported by our rule language. Due to
the fact that bundles can be nested, an arbitrary number of AtomicBids can be combined.
A simple AtomicBid is exemplified in the upper part of Figure 7. Annika needs a
service for a route planning task. Therefore, she instantiates AtomicBid and DnS:defines
a TradingTask called RoutePlanning. Her willingness to pay is specified implicitly via her policy RouteServicePolicy. That means the DnS:Parameter Price is
DnS:valuedBy a PriceValue that has to be calculated with respect to a concrete
TradeSituation. This evaluation of a bid is discussed in Section 5.3.

5.3 Bid evaluation

Bids are DnS:Descriptions that select TradeSituations that fulfill the specified requirements. Requirements are expressed via CPO:PolicyDescriptions. Therefore,
evaluation of Bids can be largely reduced to policy evaluation. Rule (R12) determines the PriceValue p of a AtomicBid b with respect to a concrete TradeSituation
t using the predicate overallDegree which has been introduced in Section 4.2.3.

price(b,t, p) ← AtomicBid(b), CPO:PolicyDescription(d),
definesPolicy(b, d), TradeSituation(t), DnS:settingFor(t, c),
CPO:Configuration(c), overallDegree(c, d, p)

(R12)

For BundleBids we apply Rule (R12) for each AtomicBid contained in the bundle. In
case of XORBids only one Bid in the bundle has to be fulfilled. We thus evaluate the
TradeSituation with each contained Bid separately and then determine the price of
the AtomicBid that is most suitable. Rule (R13) captures this in a recursive manner.
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price(b,t, p) ← XORBid(b), xorRelated1(b, b1), price(b1, t, p1),
xorRelated2(b, b2), price(b2, t, p2), swrlb:max(p, p1, p2)

(R13)

For calculating the price of an ANDBid only policies attached to the ANDBid itself
are considered. This is realized simply by replacing the term AtomicBid(b) in Rule
(R12) with ANDBid(b).
After introducing the calculation of a Bid’s PriceValue we can define the satisfiesBid-relation that determines if a certain TradeSituation is acceptable according to a
Bid. For the case where Services are traded, the following rule checks whether the
right service is provided in the TradeSituation and whether the price is in an acceptable range (which is defined by the policy). For comparing the TradingTask we use
the built-in subsumes, which has already been used in Rule (R3). Thereby, we make
sure that the provided Service fulfills the same purpose as the Service sequenced by
the TradingTask. As already discussed in Section 4.1.1, a meta-modeling approach
is required where Services are seen as concepts as well as individuals.

satisfiesBid(b, t) ← Bid(b), TradeSituation(t), DnS:defines(b, o),
TradingTask(o), DnS:sequences(o, e), DnS:settingFor(t, d),
DOLCE:Service(d), type(e, d), DnS:defines(b, t, pb),
MaxPrice(pb), DnS:settingFor(t, pt),
swrlb:lessThanOrEqual(pt,pb)

(R14)

Rule for Offers and for Bids containing TradingObjects are defined analogously.
To illustrate this approach, we come back to the example in Figure 7. Here we
are interested if the TradeSituation John’sTrade is relevant for Annika’s bid (Request Annika). In order to determine the maximal price Annika is willing to pay
for the Configuration Conf1 provided by John, we use Rule (R12). Assume the result of this evaluation step is a MaxPrice of $3. For checking if John provides the
right service, we assume the following definition: RoutePlanning ⊑ OoP:Task ⊓
∀DnS:sequences.RouteService. Since John provides exactly this type of service for
$2, the subsumes-predicate as well as the lessThanOrEqual-predicate evaluate to
true and the TradeSituation satisfies the Bid. Note that if John defines the service
price also via policies, the evaluation leads to a more complex optimization problem which is beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to
[33] for a more detailed discussion.
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6 Proof of Concept

After having introduced an ontology framework for a compact representation of
multi-attribute as well as configurable bids, we present here an application of the
framework as proof of concept. We introduce the scenario of dynamic Web service
selection in Section 6.1 and in Section 6.2 a prototype that implements our framework in this setting. Finally, in Section 6.3 we evaluate the bid specification as well
as the bid evaluation using this prototype.

6.1 Service Bus

A service bus architecture enables dynamic Web service selection and avoids hardwiring of Web services within a service-oriented implementation of a business process. Dynamic selection of services is required in service oriented architectures,
because often at development time of the business process the concrete Web service for a certain task is not known (e.g. the choice might depend on runtime specific context). In addition, the set of services available for accomplishing a certain
task may change frequently. In addition, dynamic selection provides a high flexibility of the implementation since switching from one service to another can be
done automatically during run-time without changing code. This can lead to more
robust systems and to lower costs, since erroneous and expensive services can be
automatically replaced.
Figure 8 exemplifies the architecture of service bus architecture. On the left side,
a company’s business process is visualized as a workflow of tasks that have to be
accomplished by a Web service, e.g. calculation of a route. The company further
defines general policies how the business process should behave. These policies
have to contain scoring policies specifying the company’s preferences about Web
service properties. Once a Web service is required within the business process (step
D), the following steps have to be carried out:
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(1) Together with the first service request, scoring policies including attribute
weighting information are sent to the service bus and stored in a knowledge
base. Note that this initialization step only has to happen once for the initialization of the system. Based on this scoring policy, the service bus is able to
take over the responsibility of selecting between potential providers, such as
A and B. In this sense a service bus can be seen as a simple take-it or leave-it
market for Web services. Since the decision for a certain service might depend
on runtime information, different scoring policies might have to be specified
for different contexts (current location, time, etc.).
(2) Once a request from an application arrives, the service bus first queries a
UDDI registry for suitable providers. Here only a very simple matching of
the service functionality is carried out. This means only the addresses of services are returned that provide the required functionality.
(3) In a next step, offers from the providers are collected in parallel. These offers
contain a list of provided configurations together with the pricing policies of
the corresponding provider. The pricing policies are also stored in the knowledge base of the service bus.
(4) Finally, the service bus queries the knowledge base for all service offers and
configurations that fulfill the required functionality. A list of services ranked
according to the difference between score and price is returned. Based on the
ranking, the best provider is selected and the respective service invoked. In
case this invocation fails, the second best service is chosen. This is repeated
until the required task is accomplished or no acceptable service remains.
In the next section we present a prototype that (partially) implements this functionality based on the ontology framework introduced above.

6.2 Prototype
Our prototype 8 consists of two components: (i) A server component provides a
repository for Web service offers and thus implements the Service Bus described
in the previous section. The repository is a DL knowledge base that can be queried
using the KAON2 inference engine. 9 KAON2 is chosen because it supports the description logic SHIQ as well as DL-safe rules and thus the ontology as well as rule
language required for our bid descriptions. KAON2 has been optimized for query
answering [41], which is the required functionality for bid evaluation. In addition,
due to the lack of a publicly available UDDI repository we added components to
the server that crawl the Web, collect WSDL files and HTML forms and transform
them to offer descriptions. (ii) The second component is a client that facilitates
8

More information about the prototype is available at <http://kasws.sourceforge.
net/> (accessed 17.03.2008).
9 Available at <http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/> (accessed 17.03.2008).
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the specification of Web service offers and requests. Since the terminology used
by participants might be different, mapping between ontologies can be specified
using the formalism presented in [22]. Generally, the framework supports more expressive service descriptions than discussed in this paper. For example, the service
description could include behavioral aspects as presented by Agarwal and Studer
[1].
Coming back to our initial scenario, the prototype allows Company A in Figure 8
to specify a Request and the query for a concrete service. To query the KAON2
repository the query is formalized using SPARQL [67]. It can be used to derive all
suitable Services from the knowledge base ranked according to the scoring policies
specified by the company. To illustrate this approach, the following query is used to
find all Services that satisfy a certain Bid b and to rank these Services according to
difference between willingness to pay specified in the request and the actual price.

BASE < http://emo.ontoware.org/0.1/ >
SELECT ?service ?utility
WHERE { b satisfiesBid ?trade .
EVALUATE ?bidPrice := price(b,?trade) .
?trade DnS:settingFor ?price ; ?service .
?service rdf:type Service .
?price rdf:type PriceValue .
EVALUATE ?utility := sub(?bidPrice,?price) . }
ORDER BY DESC(?utility)

Instead of taking care of the business process execution itself, the client tool can
be augmented with a WS-BPEL engine [47]. To enable dynamic service selection
at runtime, Web service queries generated with the client tool can serve as abstract
goal/task descriptions in a BPEL4WS process. At execution time these descriptions are used to query the repository and the address of the selected service is
dynamically assigned to corresponding invoke-statement. However, dynamic reassignment of ports in BPEL4WS is only feasible if alternative services have identical interfaces, i.e. WSDL port types [52]. Scenarios beyond this simple case are
currently not covered by our prototype.

6.3 Evaluation

Our work presents a novel approach to express preferences of market participants
that relies on the concept of utility function policies. In this section, we discuss
the consequences of such a modeling approach on communication efficiency and
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bid evaluation complexity. Thus, this section addresses mainly two aspects: First,
in terms of bid specification we are interested whether our functional modeling
approach reduces the storage capacity and therefore improves communication efficiency in the market. Second, we are interested in the performance of the bid
evaluation process. For both aspects we compare the policy-based bid specification
with a baseline approach that enumerates all provided or requested configurations.
To investigate these questions, we have randomly generated Web service offers
with a varying number of configurations using a uniform distribution and stored
them in the repository. For one set of offers prices are defined implicitly via policies, whereas for the other set price information is explicitly attached to each configuration. Figure 9 shows the number of axioms that are required to represent
multi-attribute offers in the market. The number of possible configurations per offer is increased from 1 to 400 and the number of offers published in the repository
from 1 to 500. Already with two configurations the policy-based approach requires
less axioms than the enumeration-based approach for expressing the same information. If we further increase the number of configurations per offer, the number
of axioms required for the enumeration-based approach increases linearly, which
leads to an overall space complexity of O(|O||C|) . Because the set C of configuraQ
tions is defined as C = j A j (compare Section 3.1), the number of configurations
grows exponentially with the number of attributes. We thus get a space complexity
of O(|O|n|A| ), where n represents the maximal number of attribute values of an attribute (n = max j A j ). For the policy-based approach, in contrast, axioms increase
P
linearly with the number of attributes j |A j | and thus this approach exhibits a logarithmic space complexity with respect to the number of configurations. In addition,
no PriceValue instance for each Offes and Configuration instance has to be introduced. The policy-based approach leads therefore to an overall space complexity
of O(|O| + log(|C|)) and O(|O| + n|A|), respectively. Note that this holds only for discrete attributes. Continuous attributes can be specified even more efficiently with
the policy-based approach. A representation using enumeration is not possible at
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all. In fact, only a constant number of axioms might be required for continuous
attributes and a space complexity of O(|O|)) can be reached. Therefore, we can
conclude that policy-based bid specification considerably improves scalability in
the presence of highly configurable products.
In the second step, we investigate the performance of bid evaluation. Therefore, we
send queries to the repository and measure the time that elapses until we receive the
ranked list of configurations and offers. To avoid network delays this simulation is
performed on a single computer. Figure 10 shows the average query answering time
depending on the number of configurations and offers. Since the time complexity
of query answering is completely predefined by the ontology language as well as
the corresponding reasoning algorithms, theoretically no difference between the
complexity of the two approaches exists. However, in practice some differences
can be observed.
As depicted in Figure 10, while query answering in case of enumeration is extremely fast for small scenarios (i.e. less than 60 configurations), the lookup time
of the PriceValue instances in the knowledge base increases considerably with an
increasing size of the A-box (indicated by the solid lines in Figure 10). For example, the service selection with 200 offers each referring to 20 configurations can be
done within 194ms, whereas query answering with 200 offers and 225 configurations requires already 10 sec. If we further increase the complexity to 800 offers and
600 configurations the enumeration-based approach takes 6 minutes for selecting
the best service. This is clearly too long for service election at runtime.
In case of policy-based descriptions similar performance characteristics can be
identified, however, on a lower level (indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 10).
In small scenarios the policy-based approach is outperformed by the enumerationbased approach, while for medium and large scenarios the policy-based approach
performs considerably better. Assuming 200 offers each with 20 configurations the
selection can be done in 301ms, whereas in the case of 800 offers and 600 configu36

rations the selection requires 2 minutes. This is an improvement of over 60% compared to the enumeration-based approach. As a reason for the poor scalability of
the enumeration-based approach the exponential increase of PriceValue instances
can be identified. This exponential explosion can be avoided using the policy-based
approach. However, in small scenarios the evaluation of Rules (R12) and (R13) is
more expensive than looking up the right price in the knowledge base. As discussed
in [32], this issue can be addressed with intelligent caching algorithms that, e.g., explicitly store price information of frequently queried configurations. Using such a
strategy, the costly policy evaluations have to be done only once for the first query.
Although the policy-based approach does provide a considerably improved scalability compared to the enumeration-based approach, it might still not be sufficient
for dynamic service selection at runtime. Therefore, in [33] two alternative matching variants have been introduced. However, they are only applicable in scenarios
where the no full ranking of all configurations is required and where preferences
have an additive structure. They utilize a linear programming formulation and standard linear programming solvers. Using such techniques a considerably speedup
of the policy-based approach can be realized. For example, for the setting of 800
offers and 600 configurations an improvement of more than 90% can be observed.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided an ontology framework that captures multi-attribute
combinatorial requests and offers. In this context, we have presented the Core Policy Ontology that realizes the advantages of utility function policies, such as preference modeling and inherent conflict resolution, with a purely declarative, Web
compliant and standard-based approach. In addition, we introduced the Core Ontology of Bids that uses utility function policies for compact representation of bids
for configurable goods and services. The specification and evaluation mechanism
we have presented is particularly tailored for Web-based markets by providing flexibility and interoperability in heterogenous environments. In order to exemplify our
approach we have developed a prototype which enables dynamic selection of Web
services. Since Web technologies facilitate customization and personalization of
products, we believe that expressing offers and requests for configurable products
in a compact and interoperable way will be crucial for future markets on the Web.
In future, we plan to extend our approach in several directions. First, we are going
to investigate how matching of offers and requests can be realized purely based
on policies without explicitly considering each possible trade. Second, we plan to
extend the Core Policy Ontology in a way that pricing and scoring policies can
be defined on behavioral aspects of services (cf. [1,10]). Third, in terms of implementation we plan to enable dynamic service selection beyond simple port reassignments.
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